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Program Overview:
What is HR Auditing? A Human Resources Audit is a systematic tool (or means) of evaluating current human
resources practices, processes, records and systems to determine HR functionality improvement and enhance
ment needs and to assess compliance with ever-changing regulations and rules.HR needs to be proactive in
looking at what it does and what it delivers to ensure it is in line with business needs in an ever-changing and
challenging business world. HR must be sure that it is in line with the laws and regulations of the government and
local authorities.This course will provide participants with a thorough understanding of audits and the role of the
HR audit including how to run a HR audit and the typical challenges HR employees face.We will review the
process of HR risk assessment and the financial impact of what HR does.We will cover the main areas of HR
including the importance of HR Analytics and how you can use this to measure the performance of HR.
Trainers Profile:
Muhammad Farhan is a Human Resources Business and Organizational Development Professional with a track
record of 14 years of significant value-added accomplishments in various areas of Human Resources Business
Partnerships. He has broad-based functional experience in both local and multinational organizations. Farhan is
a SHRM –SCP, SPHRi certified professional and Lead OHSAS Auditor. He has adequate knowledge of ILO (Inter
national Labor Law), Pakistani, UAE, KSA & Qatar Labor Laws. (In general).
He is currently working as Lead Consultant and Master Trainer and working on various projects related to Organi
zation Development, Strategy Design & Implementation, HR Audit, Job Analysis & Evaluation, Reward Manage
ment, 360 Leadership Development Assessment, Executive Coaching, Training Solutions and HR Analytics
Implementation.
Previously, he was heading the HR, OD & HSE function of Dollar industries and had work experience with TCS.
Farhan trained participants from top multinational and local companies like GSK, M&P, OCS, TCS Private Limited,
Citiscape L.L.C, SCB, Sanofi Aventis, British Council, Aga Khan University, Aga khan Health, Tameer Microfi
nance, KASB Bank, Innovative, Sybrid, Systems Limited, Packages Limited, Al-Karam, National Foods, Shan
Foods, US Denim Mills, Volta, Kohinoor Textile Mills, Bahria Town, HBFC, MAL, Nizam Energy, Chase-up, Shaheen
Air International, Daraz.pk, AKUH just to name a few.
He has spoken at industry forums and has been a Visiting Faculty & Research Advisor at the leading business
schools of including IBA, SZABIST &CBM.
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